Why Chose us:

Billing:

Our School can take you from not knowing a single word to fluency. Since 2002, we have
experience with many students that have achieved fluency and have gone on to use the language
in very practical ways. We use practical exercises to help you move towards fluency. These involve
the latest linguistic research and techniques.

1 student $15/hr
2 students $22/hr
3 students $30/hr
4 students $36/hr

One to One private language classes on Zoom
Everything we do at our school is practical, from just getting your feet wet at the beginning to the
highest levels, our program helps you to understand and say what you want to say. Our online class
is available at convenient times anywhere. Our Language Center offers courses in a variety of
formats beyond the traditional on-campus course.

Learn with Native Speakers
Regular classes with our qualified native speakers are your best way to become fluent. Face-to-face online lessons
get you real-world ready. Learn to sound like a local with native speakers. Master conversational Raja-language
with experienced, qualified teachers. Communicate more effectively in professional and social situations.

Real-time Classes from Anywhere
With the ability to study anywhere, learners can
complete coursework at home, a coffee shop, or
a library.

Flexible and easy classroom

Effective structured curriculum

Face-to-face learning anytime via an intuitive online
classroom. Easiest way to access high-quality, native
Raja-language like an in-person class you can plan
according to your schedule.

Class with real teachers available at convenient
times anywhere. Practical, interactive classes
based on your interests and goals. Speak
confidently.

Phase Hours

For Online Lesson you need:
 A Laptop/Desktop/tablet/or a device to use zoom
 A printer and an internet connection.
 We will provide all kinds of class materials.

One

150

 Connecting (Divided into 2 parts)

Two

150

 Emerging (Divided into 3 parts)

Three 200

 Knowable

Four

300

 Deep Personal Relationships

Five

500

 Widening Understanding

Six

 Ever participating/growing

